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Foreword

determine gender representation in

The International Association of Women

Across the six countries examined,

the respective media organizations.
including South Africa, Tanzania, Kenya,

in Radio & Television (IAWRT) got

Cambodia, India, and Moldova, data

involved in gender mainstreaming in

showed that public broadcasters had

2011 as a way of contributing to the

major underrepresentation of women

global consultation organized by UNESCO

in senior editorial and management

within the framework of developing

positions. There were glaring disparities,

Gender Sensitive Indicators for Media

men being favored in assignments,

(GSIM). The draft GSIM formed the

training opportunities, and promotions,

basis from which media organizations

and there were also reported incidences

derived guidelines to work towards

of sexual harassment of the female

gender equality. My predecessor Olya

workers. Women also constituted a large

Booyar mounted the first workshop

percentage of temporary workers which

that introduced GSIM to IAWRT chapter

don’t enjoy company benefits. Out of the

heads during the regional conference

six media organizations sampled, only

held in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, in 2012.

Tanzania Broadcasting Corporation had

At a later stage I took over coordination of

an operational gender mainstreaming

IAWRT’s gender mainstreaming initiative

policy.

and envisioned a process bridging the
gap between media research and practice

The recommendations from the survey

and also enhancing the research skills of

study included to work on sensitizing

our members.
We

focused

on

the

public broadcasters on the need to have
both gender mainstreaming and sexual

organizational

harassment policies in place. Additionally,

structures of the public broadcasters

to understand the interrelationships

in six countries where IAWRT has

between gender balance, management,

chapters during a first project in 2013.

and content, we chose for a second project

Working under the guidance of seasoned

to monitor gender stereotyping on radio

researchers from the University of

and television during peak hours. The

Nairobi, we developed a survey that

findings from the media monitoring study

helped assess staffing and policies to
1

were meant to contribute to efforts set in

where IAWRT has chapters;

of increasing the participation of women

connected presentations, this research

the Beijing Platform for Action, Section J,

�

through the media and reducing or even

the

media

the

report

and

able to make recommendations and

women through the media.
develop

in

evidence, in order for IAWRT to be

eliminating the stereotypical portrayal of
To

Discussing,

provide policy formulations on how to

build more positive and more diverse

monitoring

representations of women in and

research, we brought on board Greta

through the media.

Gober and Diana Iulia Nastasia in

2014, recognizing their track record in

Results of this research, outlined in

expertise. They injected the required

professionals, activists, and scholars

research and quickly tapping into their

this report, will be useful to media

professionalism and have driven the

to comprehend the extent of gender

process of media monitoring research

inequality and other forms of social

to a successful conclusion. During the

injustice through public media as well as

work on the logistics of the project,

to advocate for increased gender equality

they also helped expand the agenda of

and other forms of social justice in the

the project from gender stereotyping to

media.

gender equality and social justice aspect.

I collaborated with them on establishing

Enjoy reading this report, and let’s

of the project, as follows:

mainstreaming and the media.

and further refining the main objectives
�

continue the conversation on gender

Capacity building of IAWRT members

Racheal Nakitare

in the eight participating chapters in

IAWRT President

regards to collecting data for media
monitoring research;
�

Collection, analysis, and reporting

of data evidencing the current state of
gender equality and other social justice

aspects from public radio and television
in eight countries across four continents
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Introduction
Twenty

years

radio and public television programming

after

the

across different countries and regions
of the world, specifically across eight

Beijing

countries in which IAWRT has chapters.

Declaration was adopted by the United

Nations, and its adjacent Platform

The data analyzed in this report was

for Actions established an agenda for

collected from South Africa, Kenya,

women’s empowerment, it is imperative

Tanzania,

to assess progress in regards to gender

India,

Cambodia,

Poland,

Moldova, and the United States of

equality in the media.

Goals of the research

The 2014-2015 IAWRT media monitoring research project has

attempted to make a contribution toward gaining a comprehensive
understanding of where media currently stand in regards to equality by:

♦ Moving beyond the already well scrutinized news programs and

monitoring prime time entertainment, public interest, and
educational programs;

♦ Looking specifically at public radio and television;

♦ Analyzing gender in conjunction with other social justice aspects
such as sexual orientation, age, ethnicity, and ability.

America during a week of prime time

The International Association of Women

public media monitoring in January

in Radio and Television (IAWRT), a
nonprofit

professional

2015, and diversity was examined in the

organization

programs monitored by type of program

of women working in the electronic
media,

has

pursued

a

as well as by who speaks in the program.

2014-2015

This project has built upon the approach

media monitoring research project to

and research methods utilized in studies

investigate how gender and other social

of gender and the news media, most

justice aspects are reflected in public
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notably in the Global Media Monitoring

one that adds a new dimension to the

Project (Gallagher, 2010). There are

specialized literature.

several similarities between the Gallagher
report and the present report, the most

Another unique feature of this project

media venues and programs stand in

public media differ across countries

important being that both inquire where

is its focus on public media. While

regards to equality or inequality, and

in terms of profiles, administration,

both utilize a content analysis in order to

policies, formats, content, and funding,

make such an assessment. There are also

some overall characteristics remain the

several important differences between

same. Around the globe, public radio

the Gallagher report and the present

and television tend to have high market

report. While the Gallagher report is a

penetration, reaching large numbers of

worldwide comprehensive examination

households in urban as well as rural areas.

with data from over 100 countries, the

Moreover, in many nations public media

present report is a pilot exploration with

institutions tend to assume a different

data from eight countries. While the

set of obligations than commercial media

breadth of the Gallagher report remains
unparalleled,

being

made

organizations, aiming to ensure coverage

possible

that promotes the general good, for the

because of the involvement and the

well-being of all citizens. Yet in spite of

contributions of many organizations, and

such high goals, public broadcasting

because the project has been pursued

also has many problems. In the words

four times since 1995 and has grown

of Aidan White, international media

in the process, the value of the present

consultant and the Director of the Ethical

report lies in addressing an area of

Journalism Network, “in many countries

media programming which has not been

it lacks independence and is seen as an

thoroughly approached to date, namely

instrument of the government, but even

non-news educational, public interest,

in mature democracies some observers

and entertainment programming. This

warn that it is unsustainable” (2012,

characteristic makes the IAWRT media

p. 19). As White noted, “The case for

monitoring research project a unique

public broadcasting used to rest on the

offering among studies on issues of

reality of spectrum-scarcity as well as on

equality, social justice, and the media,

arguments about pluralism, democracy
6

and access to high quality content, as

and public interest. As such, today

traditions. The end of spectrum-scarcity

by many, although it still has numerous

well as preservation of national cultural

public broadcasting is deemed obsolete

means that these arguments need to be re-

strong supporters.

examined“ (2012, p. 19). In other words,

public broadcasters emerged worldwide

While examining programming from

limitations,

included in this research, and striving to

at a time when, due to technological
only

a

small

public broadcasters in the eight nations

number

of radio frequencies could be used

be mindful of both the claim that public

without signal interference, and as such

broadcasters should be the primary

national governments took on the task

providers of public service content and

of managing those frequencies, typically

the critique that in the context of new

giving priority to a national public

technologies this claim has become

broadcaster and regulating the licensing

outdated, we were also mindful that

of additional regional or commercial

spectrum refers not only to ranges of

broadcasters. The main argument for

radio frequencies or waves but also to

the preference given to the national

ranges of views or walks of life, and thus

public broadcaster used to be that, while

spectrum scarcity may refer not just to

it was everybody’s because all citizens

privileging a broadcaster over others,

paid fees for it, it was also of service to

but also to privileging a specific form of

everybody because all citizens were

idea or of way of living over others. In

gaining access to otherwise unavailable

order for a public broadcaster to remain

public interest content through it, and

a viable institution, it has to overcome

as such it was entitled to a privileged

the spectrum scarcity mentality by

position in the radio wave system.

recognizing both that there is an array of

However, technological advancements

means of promoting the general good and

have enabled shared frequency use and

that there is a diversity of facets of the

the bypassing of spectrum allocation,

general good; it has to be able to operate

while content digitalization has made it

in fairness alongside various other types

possible to provide through many other

of media as well as to reflect in fairness

means than through a national public

various aspects of humankind. The main

broadcaster materials of high quality

concern of this research was to uncover
7

the second type of spectrum scarcity, and

the acknowledgement of the voices of

showcase human diversity?

the perpetuation of inequality, men still

as such we asked: do public broadcasters

all women everywhere and a stop to
have more media presence and more of

At the inception of this project, diversity

a voice in media venues than women.

was planned to be approached through

Among characters examined in public

a gender lens, by evaluating whether

media as part of this study, 37% were

gender equality is being achieved in public

women whereas 63% were men. There

media programming and which are some

were more men than women across

of the good as well as some of the bad

public media in the countries included

practices in regards to gender equality in

in the research and across roles in

public media. However, in the process of

programs of characters examined.

research design, other human diversity
issues were added as they were found to

The study also found that there is little

issues. Such interconnections have long

characters examined, and in particular

be intricately interconnected with gender

to no diversity among categories of

been acknowledged in standards of

among journalists and experts, in regards

professional conduct in the media, as for

to sexual orientation, age, ethnicity, and

example in those set by the International

ability. The lack of diversity in regards to

Federation of Journalists (IFJ) as early

who speaks in the media across countries

as 1954 which called for avoiding

can be assimilated with a lack of focus

discrimination based on gender, sexual

on the lives and concerns of those of

orientation, race and ethnicity, national

more diverse backgrounds globally, and

and social origin, language, religion,

it can be concluded that public media

political or other opinions.

reinforce the relative invisibility of
those who already have less power in

The results of the study, presented in

the public sphere. Additionally, since

a premiere at the 59th session of the

who gets to speak in the media gets

United Nations Commission on the

to influence public opinion, it can be

Status of Women, showed that, 20

argued that influencers primarily remain

years after the Beijing Declaration and

male, of middle age, and of the majority

Platform for Action which encouraged

population of a country.
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Study Design
Why? To examine how diverse and inclusive public media programming is in
regards to gender equality and other social justice aspects

What? 560 hours of non-news radio & television programming , monitored
for basic programming & speaking character data

Where? South Africa, Tanzania, Kenya, Cambodia, India, Poland, Moldova, the
United States of America; the main public radio & public television channel in
each of the 8 countries

When? 12-18 January 2015; 6:00-9:00 and 15:00-17:00 for radio and 18:0023:00 for television

How? Content analysis with closed as well as open questions; two coders per
program coded

1. Why?

for considerations related not only to

The examination of a week of prime

whether women are featured at prime

time public radio and public television

time in public media, but also to whether

programming across eight countries

women and men of different sexual

in what concerns both the types of

orientations, of all ages, of majority

programs and who speaks in programs

as well as minority ethnicities and

was pursued in order to assess issues

languages in a given country, as well as

and patterns related to diversity and

with different levels of ability, are granted

equality in public media internationally.
Such
as

it

while

gender
human

an

examination,

discussed
also

is

gender

justice

answer the question we outlined in the

equality

with

indicators,

such an examination, we hoped we could

especially

addressing

intertwined

a voice in programming. With the aid of

introduction: do public broadcasters

how

showcase human diversity? And as

other

we argued in the introduction, public

allowed

media in particular have to live up to
9

“It was interesting to be given a new

the challenges of a spectrum enriched

perspective with which to look at

context not only by honoring fair

representations of gender, class and race

competition but also by honoring the vast

in everyday programming…”

diversity of humans that make up society.
One of the objectives of this project was

for media professionals to critically
examine their own work and to think

about the quality of the programming

they produce and then offer to viewers.
Comments

and

feedback

provided

by country-based team leaders and

(Sara Chitambo, South Africa team

members showcase that this objective of

member, freelance journalist)

the project was accomplished.

“This was the first time the producers

The following are some examples of

listened critically to KBC’s programming

leaders or coders that showcase why this

communicated to the relevant people.

comments from country-based team

and the emerging results were immediately
The radio team revealed to the manager

research was done and how it proved to

that the KBC Radio Taifa was male

be useful:

dominated, which he
acknowledged.

The

team realized some
program
issues

quality
which

addressed

were
directly

to the producers and
presenters

involved,

this was well received...”
(Toepista

Nabusoba,

Kenya team leader,
KBC journalist)

Members of the Kenyan team
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“Before I got involved with the monitoring

 2214 people speaking in public

I used to take KBC for granted. I actually

radio

got to really watch KBC properly for the

programming

and

2844

first time.”

people speaking in public television

(Jackie Lidubwi, Kenya team member,

the eight countries included in the

programming

KBC journalist)

research.

Programs
monitored
Tanzania
Kenya
South Africa
India
Cambodia
United States
of America
Moldova
Poland
Total per
medium
Total
programs
monitored

“This project opened up my eyes to how
different programs send messages to
society about gender. All of our team
members work in the media and we all
walked away from this project feeling an
acute responsibility to portray gender
roles in a different way.”

examined

Public
radio
53
10
13
57
26
18
29
17
223

across

Public
television
40
22
31
57
20
31
32
33
266

489

Figure 1: Number of public media programs studied

Non- news radio &
television programming
This study examined exclusively nonnews radio and television programming,

(Carmine Amaro, South Africa team

thus adding a new dimension to gender

leader, eTV journalist)

and media research which had previously

2. What?

scrutinized news media extensively.

560 hours of public radio and
public television programming;

In order for the study to be comprehensive

programs, a total of 489 public media

monitor all programs broadcast on the

yet manageable, a decision was made to

 223 radio programs and 266 television
programs studied (see Figure 1);

radio and television channels sampled
11

during prime time in the monitoring

 Name;

breaking

 Context of first appearance;

week, except: regular news bulletins,
news,

weather

 Professional title;

forecasts,

regular commercial breaks, infomercials,

 Role in program;

teleshopping programs, sport games and

 Role in society.

tournaments, and music videos.

Most importantly, each person speaking

There were also a few programs which

in a program was examined in regards to

ended up being unavailable to monitoring

key human diversity aspects:

teams due to severe infrastructure issues

 Gender;

such as electricity blackouts (for example

 Sexual orientation;

two programs in Tanzania).

 Age;

 Ethnicity;

Basic programming &

 Ability.

speaking character data

3. Where?

In each of the public radio and public
television

programs

identified

for

The media monitoring research project

monitoring, basic programming data

took place in eight countries across

four continents in which IAWRT has

were examined:

chapters or members (see Figure 2):

 Producer;
 Format;

 South Africa;

 Content;

 Tanzania;

 Languages;

 Kenya;

 Subtitles.

 Cambodia;
 India;

Additionally, in each of the programs

 Moldova;

identified for monitoring, speaking

 Poland;

character data were examined. Each

 The United States of America.

person speaking in a prime time public

radio or public television program was

Each of these countries has its own

presentation aspects:

to gender equality and other social

examined in regards to some general

challenges and opportunities in regards

12

Figure 2: Location on the world map of the eight countries included in the study

justice aspects in society as well as the

In each of the eight countries included

country by country media monitoring

and a public television channel to be

are planned to become available on the

leader in consultation with the project

media, which will be detailed in the

in the study, a public radio channel

cases resulting from this project that

evaluated were selected by the team

IAWRT website later in 2015.

coordinators (see Figure 3).

Country

South Africa
Tanzania
Kenya
Cambodia
India

Moldova
Poland

United States
of America

Radio channel –
broadcaster
SAfm –
South African Broadcasting
Corporation (SABC)
TBC Taifa –
Tanzania Broadcasting
Corporation (TBC)
KBC Taifa –
Kenya Broadcasting Corporation
(KBC)
FM 96 –
National Radio of Kampuchea
National Channel –
All India Radio
Radio Moldova –
TeleRadio Moldova (TRM)
PR Channel 1 –
Polskie Radio (PR S.A.)
NPR –
National Public Radio (NPR)

Television channel –
broadcaster
SABC Channel 1 –
South African Broadcasting
Corporation (SABC)
TBC Channel 1 –
Tanzania Broadcasting
Corporation (TBC)
KBC Channel 1 –
Kenya Broadcasting Corporation
(KBC)
TVK –
National Television of Kampuchea
DD Channel 1 –
Doordarshan
TV Moldova Channel 1 –
TeleRadio Moldova (TRM)
TVP Channel 1 –
Telewizja Polska (TVP S.A.)
PBS –
Public Broadcasting Service (PBS)

Figure 3: Public media channels monitored in the eight countries included in the study
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Across these eight countries, the public

met the criteria for being described as

broadcasters have high audience ratings

non-news.

and good reputation, although they
struggle with funding problems related

As much as efforts were made to

or difficulties in fee collection, with

monitoring, outside of main holidays and

to decrease in government funding
viewership

problems

derived

choose an ordinary week to conduct the

from

national events of the eight participating

increased competition from commercial

countries, there still were several events

broadcasters as well as accelerated

that interrupted regular programming.

accessibility of new media forms, and

These were also excluded from the

sometimes with credibility issues linked

coding. For example:

to accusations of political pressure,

 sport tournaments replaced all of

corruption, or not enough involvement

the regular evening public television

in truly providing high quality public

programming on Saturday 17 January

service content.

and Sunday 18 January in South Africa;
 sport tournaments replaced parts of

4. When?

the regular evening public television

The IAWRT media monitoring study took

programming on Thursday 15 January

place during the week of 12-18 January

and Saturday 17 January in Poland;

 due to the 50th anniversary of

2015, with five hours of prime time

programming scrutinized every day in

Zanzibar Revolution in Tanzania some

each medium.

of the regular prime time public radio
and public television programming

Based on standard media monitoring

during the monitoring week was

practices, prime time was considered

replaced with press conferences and

hours 6:00 to 9:00 and 15:00 to 17:00 for

speeches of the country’s President;

radio and 18:00 to 23:00 for television.

 monitoring coincided with school

opening week and a subsequent

In all, 70 hours of programming were

teacher’s strike in Kenya, and also

recorded from public radio and public

resulting in some interruptions of

television in each country, but actually

regular programming to provide news

only those programs were coded which

about these events.
14

5. How?

a content analysis that was systematic,

with closed as well as open questions

with thorough predetermined categories.

to examine public media programs

categories were selected for inclusion in

This project employed a content analysis

The coding categories and codes within
the code book for their potential to help

from the eight countries involved in the

assess gender equality and other social

research.

justice issues in the public media venues
examined, upon consultation of content

Content analysis is a research technique
for

and

the

systematic

description

of

analysis code books from projects

classification

with similar scopes (most importantly

communication

Gallagher, 2010 and Ross, 2012). Specific
coding categories used in this project will

content according to certain usually

be described later in the report, following

predetermined categories. According

the presentation of the findings (for a full

to Neuendorf (2002), content analysis

code book, see Annex 1).		

has become “the primary messagecentered methodology” for
examining media materials
(p. 9). This is because it

allows researchers to reduce
large amounts of media

texts to much smaller, easily

manageable set of codes, and
thus to be able to provide a

Figure 4: Coding sheet example

picture of meanings the media convey to

Coding preparations: To make sure

its audience (Newbold, Boyd-Barrett, &

team members working on the project

Van Den Bulck, 2002).

in participating countries were able to

understand the principles of the research

The two lead researchers working on

they were about to pursue, and mindful

this project, Greta Gober and Diana Iulia

of the fact project leaders were working

Nastasia, made sure the project pursued

with IAWRT members who are media
15

professionals as well as others such as

after country-based teams conducted

previous research experience, measures

research instrument was put to test.

student volunteers, who had little to no

monitoring mock sessions where the

to increase the coders’ capacity of

Because it was a challenge to design a

collecting the data were put in place.

research instrument that would be fit

for all, considering coders were working

 Coding categories and codes were

across different continents, cultures, and

carefully crafted, in view of previous

languages, some issues regarding the

research as well as of the overall purposes

design of the coding book were reported

of this study. In order to enhance

only during or after the research, and are

research reliability, the two project

planned to be incorporated in eventual

coordinators paid particular attention

follow-up studies.

to devising broad coding
categories and precisely
defined

codes.

Code

precision, and providing

arrays of examples for each
code to be clarified, was

of particular importance
since the coding book
was written in English

while most coders were

not native speakers of
English and the programs

they were about to code were also not

Tanzanian team mock session

coding book was completed, feedback

 Measures were also put in place in

leaders who in turn sought feedback

to be appropriate. A rigorous approach

in English. After the first draft of the
was obtained from country-based team

order for the know-how of the coders

from their team members. The revised

was set by ensuring two independent

instrument incorporated most of the

coders were working on each program

feedback and a second revision followed

identified for coding, with the aid of a
16

master list of coders per country and of

coding exercises, to all teams. The project

all members of all eight country-based

learning tools such as brief how-to and

individual coder numbers assigned to

coordinators also offered various other

teams. The familiarization of the coders

question and answer briefs. Additionally,

with research methods and coding

as already mentioned, each country-

procedures was a continuous focus of

based team was required to hold its own

this project both because one of its goals

mock sessions, and most teams were able

is related to capacity building and for

to hold two sessions while a few teams

reasons regarding research reliability.

were only able to hold one session. In

this process, country-based teams were

Cambodian team training session

able to address and clarify specific issues

The two project coordinators held

related to their own media systems

a training session as well as further

and cultures while they also better

individualized training with the country-

understood how to code consistently and

based team leaders, and also provided

contributed to refining the coding system

two recorded training sessions, with

and increasing the precision of the code

a demonstration of coding as well as

descriptions.
17

Inter-coder reliability: Throughout the

that the final version of the data for some

the coders, the project coordinators also

rounds of back and forth conversations

work on the codebook and the training of

coders was established after several

made efforts to ensure the documentation

between the project coordinators who

and testing of inter-coder reliability with

were in charge of tabulating the data and

a view to increasing it in the process of

the team leaders who were in charge of

training and maintaining it at high levels

providing the data from their coders.

during the actual coding. For coding

As these conversations helped clarify

exercises and mock sessions, inter-coder

codes in some cases, the initial inter-

reliability was tested on 50% of the

coder agreement would have been a

material, and based on a measurement of

little lower, yet still showcasing the good

Cohen’s kappa as well as Krippendorff’s

reliability of this study, likely in the 70%

alpha inter-coder agreement increased
from
50%

around
during

training
to

to 80% range.

40the

exercises

percentages

ranging from 70%
to 90% during the

mock sessions. As
such,

a

learning

was

documented.

curve of the coders
Additionally,

inter-

coder reliability was

tested on 10% of the material from the

Indian team mock session

actual coding week, after it was tabulated
from paper-based coding sheets to an
Excel spreadsheet, again using Cohen’s
kappa as well as Krippendorff’s alpha.

In this case, inter-coder agreement was

at 89%, although it needs to be specified
18

Study findings
In the public radio and public television programs examined in eight

countries, there is fairly little diversity in terms of producers of content,
types of formats and of content, or languages featured. There is also little
human diversity: men account for a majority of those who speak in the
public media, and there is little to no diversity among those who speak in the
public media in terms of sexuality, age, ethnicity, and ability. This shows both

an unequal distribution of narrative resources and a deep denial of
voice in the public media examined.

1. Basic programming data

�

Broadcaster’s own production,

�

Broadcaster’s own production, based

�

Domestic production by a third party,

�

Domestic production by a third party,

�

Domestic co-production;

�

International co-production;

following an original concept;

As part of this research, public radio and
public television programming was first

on a license;

coded in terms of basic programming

data. This coding included evaluations of

following an original concept;

what entity created the program, of what
types of programming format and content

based on a license;

area were identifiable in the program, as

well as of what languages were spoken

�

and whether subtitles or sign language
were available in programming.

�

Who produces content?

For

To evaluate who produces programs

Foreign production;

I don’t know; not recognizable.

own

that are broadcast on public radio

public

an

broadcaster’s

productions,

original

concept

overwhelming

majority

of

together

and television channels, coders were

radio,

with

license,

constituted
the

programming examined, namely 97%

prompted to identify, as far as possible

(see Figure 5). For public television, the

based on the credentials provided at the

broadcaster’s own productions, original

end of each program, if the examined

concept together with license, constituted

program was:
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almost half of the programming (47%),

While featuring the broadcaster’s own

second largest production category

public media venues and does create

with foreign productions being the

productions can be cost effective for

(18%), followed by programs produced

brand recognition among public media

locally, by a third party (16%).

audiences,

featuring

overwhelmingly

Figure 5: Producers for the public radio and public television programs examined

The country by country results for

the

findings for production (see Annex 3),

the broadcaster’s own productions on

production were similar to the overall

broadcaster’s

own

productions

on public radio and predominantly

with minor differences between the

public television, along with foreign

various countries included in the research

productions,

due to each country’s specificities

reveals

what

Couldry

(2010) and Gallagher (2010) called

in regards to public media profiles,

an unequal distribution of narrative

production policies, original production

resources. The smaller numbers of

within the country, and capacity to

public media products by a third party

purchase international products. These

and made through domestic or through

small differences will be detailed in the

international co-production show that

country by country cases later in 2015.

there is not sufficient collaboration
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between the public broadcasters and

�

Chat show or talk shows;

it persons, nonprofit organizations,

�

Makeover show that helps people

other creators of media content, be
for-profit

organizations,

and

�

other

change their image or lifestyle;

media venues. Moreover, the smaller

numbers of other media products than
the

and

show

broadcaster’s
purchased
that

own

foreign

globalization

�

Animation and puppetry for kids;

�

Animation and puppetry for adults;

�

productions

productions
of

Stand-up comedy or comedy show;

�

media

products often means consumption

Other children’s television;
Fantasy or science fiction;

�

Fictional series (soap opera, drama, or

�

Feature film;

�

Other.

sitcom);

of purchased foreign products rather
than collaboration between national

�

public media and international media to

create and disseminate global content

Documentary film;

customized for local audiences. These

Yet this large number of codes actually

diversity are represented by the media,

Some coding sheets came back indicating

findings also reflect how aspects of

seems in need of further expansion.

as detailed further in the report.

“other” for type of format represented
by the program, and as such signaling

Format and content

something not yet included in the coding

In addition to seeking to understand

book (across the eight countries, 15% of

who produced the programs examined,

radio programming and 9% of television

this study also tried to comprehend what

programming was coded as “other”).

type of format and what main content

While Kenya team leader Toepista

area these programs represented.

Nabusoba argued in her post-study

feedback that, in regards to format and

For format, coders were provided with

content the coding guide was “leaning

15 codes to choose from, including:
�

Game show or quiz show;

�

Other reality television program;

�
�

mostly to programming of a Western

nature,” actually the most cases of public

Reality game show based on activity;

radio programming coded as “other”
were encountered in the most Western

Variety show featuring celebrities;

of the countries included in the project,
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namely the United States of America (50%

more diversified in terms of formats than

explained by coders as mega-shows or

at a close examination it did not include

of radio programming coded as “other,”

public radio programming in prime time,

magazine-style shows). Considering this

programs in formats mostly enjoyed by

was a pilot study, this code will certainly

children such as animation or puppetry,

need further consideration.

or more often preferred by older adults,

less educated audiences, and rural

As results, 75% of the programming

populations such as variety shows or

examined on public radio was reported

reality shows.

as chat or talk shows with interviews

and discussions. For public television,

For content, coders were provided

(36%), chat shows or talk shows (23%),

including:

most programs were fictional series

with a list of 23 codes to choose from,

and documentaries (13%), as showed in
Figure 6 below.

�

Arts/culture;

�

Justice/law;

�

Public radio
Public television
top 3 program
top 3 program
format genres
format genres
Chat or talk show
Fictional series
– 75%
– 36%
Fantasy or science Chat or talk show
fiction – 6%
– 23%
Variety shows
Documentary
featuring
– 13%
celebrities – 2%

�
�
�
�
�
�

Figure 6: The top 3 format genres in the public
radio and public television programs examined

�
�

Like for production, findings for format

�

country by country were similar to

�

Beauty/style;
Crime/detective/police investigation;
Education/learning;

Family/relationships;
Food/beverages;

Health/wellbeing/medicine;
History/society;

Homes/gardens;
Motoring/cars;

Business/marketplace;

Personal finance/money/consumer

affairs;

findings for format overall, with some
slight differences between countries
based on specificities of each country.

�

Political/social satire/current affairs;

�

Science;

�

Data showed that although public

�

television programming appeared to be

�
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Religion;
Music;

Sport (but NOT televised matches);

�

Travel;

Like for formats, while public radio

�

Agriculture;

topics than public television programming

�
�
�

Wildlife/nature;

programming is less diversified in terms of

Environment/ecology;

(public radio clearly catering in prime time

Other.

primarily to audiences that are of middle age
and above average education, in an utterly

paradoxical way since market penetration

This list of codes overall proved

and audience share of public radio is high

sufficient. Moldova had small challenges

across regions and populations), public

to accommodate it (with 13% of

television programming is also at a close

television programming and 33% of

analysis only partially diversified, with

radio programming coded as “other”)

many topic areas such as arts and culture,

and so did India (with 25% of radio

beauty and style, health, wellbeing, and

programming coded as “other”).

medicine, home and gardens, motoring
and cars, business and marketplace, travel,

As results, the top three categories

wildlife, or agriculture only rarely included

encountered for content were as showed
in Figure 7 below:

Public radio
top 3 program
content genres
Political,
social satire,
current affairs
– 26%
Education,
learning – 10%
Religion – 10%

Health, wellbeing,
medicine – 7%
Business,
marketplace – 7%

in programming.

Public television
top 3 program
content genres
Family
relationships
– 35%

Language and subtitles
For the assessment of language(s) used
in programming, coders had to identify

if the program they were examining was

Political,
social satire,
current affairs
– 13%
History, society
– 8%

using one of the following options:
�

Official/majority language(s) of the

�

Not official/minority language(s) of

�

Mix of official/majority and not official/

�

Language(s) from other countries

�

No language (for example silent story).

country;

the country;

Figure 7: The top 3 content genres in the public
radio and public television programs examined

minority languages of the country;

Again, the country by country findings
were similar to the overall findings, with

(with English specified);

minor differences between countries.
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After mock sessions were conducted, it

was further clarified that if the original

content was in English but had voiceover
with the official language of the country
where it was broadcast, coders were

expected to indicate that the program
was using the official/ majority language
of the respective country.

For the assessment of subtitles or sign
language used in television programming,

coders had to indicate if the program
scrutinized was making use of:
�

Sign language;

�

Both sign language and subtitles;

Subtitles;

Figure 8: Language in the public radio and
public television programs examined

Neither sign language nor subtitles.

language. On public television only

Both public radio and public television

and only 5% of programming provided

�
�

32% of programming had subtitles
sign language (see Figure 9).

programming examined was in high
percentages, overall and by country, in

the language of the majority population

The data collected about language,

examined, namely 75% of the public

programming indicated little concern for

subtitles,

of the country. Most programming
of

the

programming,

public

was

in

language

in

of ability of listeners or viewers. There

television

the

sign

diversity in terms of ethnicity or in terms

radio programming and respectively
95%

and

were only

official

small variations between

countries in percentages, all countries

language of the country (see Figure 8).

having very few programs in minority

languages or foreign languages, and even

Additionally, for public television there

fewer programs with subtitles or sign

were very few programs, overall and

language.

by country, with subtitles or with sign
24

Figure 9: Subtitles and sign language in the public television programs examined

2. Who speaks in programs?

television programming, only 37%

Only people identified as speaking

(1880) were women. The remaining

characters in the programs examined

63% (3172) were men.

on public radio and public television
were coded in this project.

Additionally, no speaking character

As showed in Figure 10, of the 2214

examined was coded as a transgender

in the public media programming

speaking characters coded in public

person, whereas six persons were

radio programming and the 2844

marked in the coding category “sex” as

speaking characters coded in public

“I don’t know / Not identifiable.”

Figure 10: Gender of speaking characters in the public media programs examined
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Figure 11: Gender of speaking characters in the public radio and public television programs examined

Overall, as showed in Figure 11, women

of women on public radio in Kenya (only

television than on public radio (with

(only 25% women to 75% men).

were a bit better represented on public

15% women to 85% men) and Tanzania

overall 40% of women featured on

In what concerns public television,

television and overall 34% on radio).

Moldova and South Africa were close

to gender parity in representation in

There were also some country by country

programming. In Moldova, 46% of those

differences in regards to the presence

who spoke in the programs examined

of women as speaking characters in the

were women and 52% were men; in

public media.

South Africa, the ratio was 47% women

to 53% men. Countries that scored the

In public radio programming, women

lowest in how gender was represented

were best represented in Cambodia

in television programming were Poland

(59% women to 41% men) and Moldova

(with only 31% women to 69% men)
and Tanzania (with 33% women to

(42% women to 57% men). The data

67% men).

showed extremely low representation
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Data for particular countries showed that some countries represent women and men
more equally on public radio and public television (see Figure 12 and Figure 13).
Gender of persons
examined on
public radio
Country
South Africa
Tanzania
Kenya
Cambodia
India
Moldova
Poland
United States of
America
Total

Women

N
43
63
21
30
37
167
113
275

%
34%
25%
15%
59%
37%
42%
31%
35%

Men

N
84
187
118
21
62
226
256
511

%
66%
75%
85%
41%
63%
57%
69%
65%

749 34% 1464 66%

Gender of persons
Women
Men
examined on
public television
Country
N
%
N
%
South Africa
173 47% 198 53%
Tanzania
86 33% 175 67%
Kenya
89 40% 131 60%
Cambodia
89 41% 130 59%
India
246 42% 336 58%
Moldova
154 46% 174 52%
Poland
134 31% 293 69%
United States of
161 37% 272 63%
America
Total
1131 40% 1708 60%

Transgender
N
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0

0%

Transgender
N
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

I don’t
know

N
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

5

N
127
250
138
51
99
394
369
786

0%

2214

%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
0%

N
370
261
220
218*
582
333
427
433

I don’t
know

N
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0

Total

0%

Total

2844

Figure 12: Country by country data on gender of speaking characters examined on public media

*There is no mistake in the second table above, when 89+130 appear as 218, not 219,
as one would think when doing the math. Two coders were working on each program
and sometimes, in situations in which they were not in agreement, decimal values were
recorded in the results. In the Cambodia instance 88.5 people were identified as female
and 129.5 as male, a sum of 218 people. However, rounded up values are presented in
the table (89 and 130), so it seems that the number of persons coded for Cambodia is
219. When such inconsistencies appear in the table, it is because some values have been
rounded up.
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Figure 13: Highest and lowest representation of women in the public media programs examined

Who speaks in what role
in programs?
monitor as part of this research pertained

speaking characters in the public radio
television

�

Secondary narrator in voice over

�

Interpreter/translator.

capacity;

to the roles of people identified as
public

Dominant narrator in voice over

capacity;

An aspect that coders were asked to

and

�

programming

examined. For role in the program,

Experts, special guests:

into one of the following categories:

were included in this category. They

speaking characters were coded as falling

People invited to speak on a program

media professional, actor, expert or

were invited on the program because

special guest role, and eyewitness or

they had some expertise they could

other role.

share or because their fame made them

popular with audiences. An expert or a

Media professionals:

spokesperson was for example someone

This category included:
�

Presenter or host (main moderator

�

Presenter’s or host’s assistant (support

�

Journalist (reporter, correspondent);

explaining an idea or clarifying the

position of an organization on an issue.

of program);

Celebrities were featured for example in

game shows or quiz shows, or in gossip

for main moderator in program);

or informative programming about their
lives or work.
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Eyewitnesses, other role:

What are the main findings about

This category included ordinary citizens,

gender and roles in programs?

as representing the public or popular

of the speaking characters examined

those showcased in media programming

Not only did men constitute the majority

opinion. The role in the program of

across public media programming (66%

a person coded in this category had

on public radio and 60% on public
television), but also men outnumbered

however to be active. This meant for

women in all of the roles in the

example that a person from the audience
was asking questions or giving advice

programs analyzed (see Figure 14). The

someone was stopped on the street to

for the expert and special guest category

to contestants in a quiz show, or that

largest gap between men and women was

be asked for thoughts about something

across countries included in the research,
as men constituted 75% of all experts

relevant for the program, or that a person

and special guests who spoke on the

had witnessed a notable event.
Actors:

radio, and 65% of all experts and

This category included people playing

The closest to parity for men and women

in

men constituted 54% of those examined

special guests who spoke on television.

various roles as fictional characters
radio

or

television

was the media professional category, as

programs

such as series, feature films, or even

within this category in public radio and

documentaries.

respectively 58% in public television.

Gender
Public radio
Public television
Total
and role
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
of persons
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N
%
N %
examined
Media
343 46% 398 54% 107 42% 145 58% 450 45% 543 55%
professionals
Experts,
232 25% 693 75% 251 35% 466 65% 483 29% 1158 71%
special guests
Eyewitness,
165 31% 360 69% 135 44% 173 56% 300 36% 533 64%
other role
Actors

9

39%

14

61% 638 41% 925 59% 647 41% 938 59%

Figure 14: Gender and role of speaking characters examined on public radio and public television
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Differences between countries were quite

of all men who spoke on the radio were

significant in regards to gender and roles

coded in this category).

in programs. For example in Moldova and

the United States of America there were

These roles however varied by country

category, while in Tanzania there were

only 5% of the women speaking on

51% women in the media professional

(see Figure 16). For example, for Kenya

35% women and in Poland 37% women

public radio were media professionals.

in this category (for findings per country,

This ratio for Kenya is much lower than

see Annex 3).

the ratio resulting from the overall

findings of this research in regards to the

How do roles differ for women and
men on public radio?

media professional category in public

As showed in Figure 15, in the public

mentioned is 46%. However, the data for

radio programming, which as previously

radio programs examined, a woman’s

Kenya about the low percentage of women

voice could be heard most often in the

in the media professional category on

capacity of a media professional (46% of

public radio is consistent both with the

all women who spoke on the radio were

data for Kenya about the percentage of

coded in this category), while a man’s

women media professionals on public

voice could be heard most often in the

television (as only 15% of women

capacity of an expert, special guest (47%

speaking on public television were found

Figure 15: Overall data on gender and role of speaking characters examined on public radio
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Public
radio
Country

Media
profesional
Female

N

%

N

Expert,
special guest
Male

%

Female

N

%

N

Eyewitness,
other role

Male

%

N

30%

14

32% 128 57%

47

South Africa

17

40%

12

14%

22

51%

45

54%

Cambodia

24

80%

13

62%

1

3%

1

5%

Tanzania
Kenya
India

Moldova
Poland
U.S.A.

Total

33
1

30
64
37

52%
5%

81%
38%
32%

62
24
27
62
63

33%
20%
44%
27%
25%

138 50% 135 26%

16
6
7

54
44
82

Female

25%
29%
19%

69
36
34

37%
55%

39% 155 61%
30% 225 44%

4

%

49%

0

17%

7

33%

0

0%

54

N

32%

66%
28%
29%

55
58
1

24
38

Female

%

27

14%

33

Male

9%

9
5

N

Actor

29%
2%

10%
15%

20% 151 30%

343 46% 398 27% 232 31% 693 47% 165 22% 360 25%

%

N

0%

0

0

0%

0

0%

5
0
3
0
1
9

Male

8%
0%

%

0

0%

0

0%

1
0

1%
0%
0%

2% 13 6%
0%
0%

0
0

0%
0%

1% 14 1%

Figure 16: Country by country data on gender and role of speaking characters examined on public radio

to be media professionals in Kenya)

examined 56% were actors, and out of

about the low representation of women

This finding is in agreement with the

and with the background information

all men analyzed 54% were also actors.

in public media in Kenya (derived from

basic programming data, as 56% of all

the 2013 IAWRT gender mainstreaming

programs examined for public television

survey and from Byerly, 2011). Yet for

in this research included formats that

Kenya the eyewitness and other role

required actors’ participations, such

category was more represented than for

as fictional series, feature films, or

other countries included in this research:

documentaries. In public television,

for Kenya, 66% of all women and 49% of

aside from the actor role, both women

all men examined on public radio were

and men were most likely to assume the

coded in that category.

role of expert or special guest (22% of
all women and respectively 27% of all

How do roles differ for women and

men who spoke in programming were

men on public television?

included in this category).

In the public television programming

examined, as showed in Figure 17, the

Yet like in the case of radio, for television

both women and men. Out of all women

between countries in this area (see Figure

most prominent role was that of actor for

too there were some notable differences
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Figure 17: Overall data on gender and role of speaking characters examined on public television

18). For example in Moldova, where the

any other country, with 49% of women

participation (fictional series, feature

compared to the overall 22% of women

ratio of programming requiring actor

and 57% of men on public television,

films, and documentaries) was low, at

and 27% of men across the countries

20% as compared to over 50% overall,

examined. This is again consistent with

the actor role on public television was

the program formats most encountered

also low, namely 13% for women and

in Moldova, where 48% of television

16% for men. Moreover, in Moldova

programming was coded as variety show

experts and special guests constituted

compared to 29% across all countries

a much larger role category than in
Public
Media
television profesional
Country

Female

N

South Africa

12

Cambodia

11

Tanzania
Kenya
India

Moldova
Poland
U.S.A.

Total

%

12

12%

14

17%

8

3%

41
3
7

107

12%
27%
2%
4%
9%

Expert,
special guest

Male

7%

15
11

N

%

145

N

%

N

%

N

20%

18

10%

10

11%

18

20%

27

20%

12

14%

7

6%

15%
9%

10%
8%

24
11
18
76
35
45

28%
12%
7%

88
31
30

50%
23%
9%

49% 100 57%
26%
28%

61
91

21%
33%

21
0

10
18
8

48

24%

Actor

Male

39

3%

29

%

Female

14%

10

25

N

Male

25

13%

26

Female

Eyewitness,
other role

6%

22
8

included in the research.

%

Female

N

%

N

Male

5%

118 68%

137

69%

5%

48

82

63%

46

26%

4%

26

8%

210 85%

270

30%

55

20%

61

98

0%

12%
6%

0

21
9

%

0%

12%
3%

26
68

20
88

30%
76%
54%
13%
66%
38%

251 22% 466 27% 135 12% 173 10% 638 56%

19
93
29

199
925

11%
71%

80%
16%
68%
36%
54%

Figure 18: Country by country data on gender and role of speaking characters examined on public television
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Age of
persons
examined
Child

Teenager

Young adult
Adult

Senior

I don’t know

Public radio
Female
Male

N

15

48

%

2%

6%

83

11%

15

2%

562
27

75%
4%

100%

N

%

5

0%

1242

85%

21

105
60
32

1%

Public television
Female
Male

N

22

56

%

2%

378

33%

2%

10

1%

4%

100%

82

28

5%

7%

584

N

53

52%
100%

2%
3%

347

20%

22

1%

1143

7%

%

116

67%
7%

100%

Total
Female

N

37

104

%

2%
6%

461

25%

25

1%

1146
108

61%
6%

100%

N

Male

33
73

%

1%
2%

452

14%

54

2%

2385
176

75%
6%

100%

Figure 19: Gender and age of speaking characters examined on public radio and public television

How old are those who speak on

�

public radio and television?

�

The age of people speaking on public

senior citizen (over 65);
not identifiable.

radio and television programs was also

As showed in Figures 19 and 20, an

age category, codes included:

speaking in the public radio programming

assessed as part of this research. For the
�

child (under 12);

�

young adult (age 20 to 30);

�
�

overwhelming majority of the people
examined were identified as adults,

teenager (age 13 to 18);

namely 85% of the men and 75% of the
women coded. As showed in Figures

adult (age 30 to 65);

19 and 21, a very large percentage of

Figure 20: Age by category of speaking characters examined on public radio
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Figure 21: Age by category of speaking characters examined on public television

diversified category for both men and

those speaking in the public television

women was the eye witness and other

programming examined also belonged to

role category (see Figure 19).

this age group, namely 67% of the men
and 52% of the women coded. On public

What about sexual diversity

television, young adults also constituted

among those who speak on

a relatively large group, with 20% of

public radio and television?

the men and 30% of the women coded.

Another social justice aspect monitored

Other age groups seem to not have much

in this project

voice in the public media programming

speaking

examined.

programming

in public radio and public

television programs somehow referred

to their sexual orientation or stated

Across the public radio and public
television

was whether people

their sexual orientation. For the sexual

examined,

diversity category, coders had to choose

women were younger than man in all

one of the following codes:

four role categories coded. The most age
34

�

no stated sexuality;

In

�

stated lesbian, gay, or bisexual;

overwhelming majority of the speaking

�
�

stated heterosexual;

the

public

radio

and

public

television programming examined, an

I don’t know / not identifiable.

characters were coded as being of no
stated sexuality: 95% of all women and

For the sexual diversity coding category,

98% of all men examined on public

coders were guided to mark a person

radio, and 67% of all women and 78%

speaking in a program as having stated

of all men examined on public television

sexuality if a partner of the opposite sex

did not identify their sexuality (see

or same sex was clearly mentioned during

Figure 22).

the program, regardless of whether
the program had a focus on sexuality

This meant that in the public media

to indicate “no stated sexuality” if for a

examined subjects were depicted as

programming examined virtually all

issues or not. Coders were also guided

asexual human beings, with no personal

person speaking in a program sexuality

lives and in no need to reference their

was not disclosed through mentioning

lives outside their professional capacity.

of a partner or in a any other way

This finding that public radio and public

throughout the program. The “I don’t

television

know” or “not identifiable” code was

identified as sexual beings, with personal

coded a partner was mentioned without

as well as professional identifiers, is very

being specified whether of the opposite
Sexual diversity
of persons examined
No stated sexuality
Stated heterosexuality

Stated lesbian, gay, or bisexual
I don’t know

troubling from a social justice and human
rights perspective.

Public radio
Female Male
95%
98%
5%
2%
0%
0%
100%

programming

gives little to no space for humans to be

to be used if for a speaking character

sex or same sex.

non-news

0%
0%
100%

Public television
Total
Female
Male
Female Male
67%
78%
78%
87%
33%
21%
22%
13%
0%
0%
100%

0%
0%
100%

0%
0%
100%

0%
0%
100%

Figure 22: Gender and sexual diversity of speaking characters examined on public radio and public television
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Figure 23: Gender and sexual diversity of speaking characters examined on public media

Furthermore, even when sexuality was

(on public television, 33% of women, as

non-existent. Sexuality was stated only

as stated heterosexual). The stated

stated, sexual diversity proved to be

compared to 21% of men, were coded

for those who identified themselves or

lesbian, gay, or bisexual category was not

were identified as heterosexual on public

identified in the programming examined.

radio and television (see Figure 23).

Based on these findings, it can be argued

Women were more often represented

that lesbian, gay, or bisexual persons

as heterosexual individuals than men

are not present on public media across

Figure 24: Gender, sexual diversity, and role of speaking characters examined on public media
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countries and continents, likely because

93% of men in the expert and special

comfortable to express or identify

sexuality). Additionally, heterosexuality

they do not feel encouraged, safe, or

guest category were coded as “no stated

themselves as being outside of the

was most likely to be stated in the case

heterosexual norm. While differences

of the actor role, the fictional role. In

might exist between countries in regards

the actor role category, 50% of women

to recognizing the rights of sexual

and 33% of men were coded as stated

minorities, there is little to no difference

heterosexual. Sexuality outside of the

in terms of media presence of these

heterosexual norm is not encountered

minorities.

even in the fictional settings, as no
speaking character in actor roles was

As showed in Figure 24, the further

coded as stated lesbian, gay, or bisexual.

examination of the sexual diversity

codes in conjunction with the role codes

What about ethnic diversity

the largest numbers of those depicted

public radio and television?

mentioning their private lives, are

asked to monitor on public radio and

for public television documents that

among those who speak on

without

without

Another social justice aspect coders were

encountered among media professionals

television programming was the ethnic

stated

sexuality,

(95% of women and 93% of men in the

diversity of the speaking characters

media professional category were coded

examined. Coders had to decide, based

as “no stated sexuality”) and experts

on their best knowledge of their country,

and special guests (91% of women and
Ethnicity
of persons examined

Ethnic majority population
Ethnic minority population
From another country
I don’t know

if the person they were examining was:

Public radio
Female Male
83%
85%
9%
7%
6%
2%
100%

7%
2%
100%

Public television
Total
Female
Male
Female Male
72%
68%
76%
76%
4%
4%
6%
5%
24%
0%
100%

28%
1%
100%

17%
1%
100%

18%
1%
100%

Figure 25: Gender and ethnicity of speaking characters examined on public radio and public television
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Figure 26: Gender and ethnicity of speaking characters examined on public radio
�

part of the ethnic majority population

women and 7% of men on public radio

�

part of the ethnic minority population

minority population.

�

from another country;

in the country;

were identified as representing an ethnic

in the country;
�

In

coded “I don’t know” or not identifiable

public

television

programming,

foreigners were more likely to be

in terms of ethnicity.

given voice and have a presence in a
program than representatives of ethnic

Study findings suggest that ethnic

minority populations living in a country

diversity in public radio programming is,

examined, as showed in Figure 27.

similarly to sexual diversity, practically
non-existent (see Figure 26). In public

Furthermore, when ethnicity was analyzed

and 85% of the men examined were

role categories, it became apparent that

radio programming, 83% of all women

in conjunction with gender as well as the

part of the ethnic majority population

ethnic diversity was low across gender

of their respective countries. Only 9% of

and also across the four roles coded.
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Figure 27: Gender and ethnicity of speaking characters examined on public television

On public radio, overall data for all

such, 32% of all women actors and

diversified category was the eyewitness

public television were from another

countries showed that the most ethnically

39% of all men actors examined on

or other role, with 12% of women and

country. An alarming finding from a

10% of men coded as ethnic minorities,

social justice perspective is that, among

and the least ethnically diversified

experts and special guests on television,

category was the media professional role,

people from other countries were

with 88% for women and 91% for men

granted a voice more often than people

coded as being from the ethnic majority

of ethnic minority groups in their own

population (see Figure 26).

countries: 20% of all women and 19%
of all men experts and special guests

On public television, as showed in Figure

examined were from another country,

27, actors were the most ethnically

compared to only 5% of women

diversified group, however this was due

and 5% of men experts from ethnic

to the high representation of speaking

minority populations. Ethnic minority

characters coded as foreigners, as 18%

populations are more likely to be given

of the overall programming constituted
foreign

production

broadcasts.

voice in the eyewitness, other role

As

category (with 12% of women and 8%
39

of men in this category being of ethnic

is thus not just a health problem. It

specialized, higher status professional

the interaction between features of a

minority populations) than in the more

is a complex phenomenon, reflecting

categories, which attests the unjust

person’s body and features of the society

social hierarchies that exist worldwide.

in which he or she lives. Overcoming
the difficulties faced by people with

What about diversity in terms of

disabilities

ability among those who speak

requires

interventions

to remove environmental and social

on public radio and television?

barriers” (World Health Organization,
Health Topics: Disabilities).

Another social justice aspect that was
examined in conjunction with gender
was if persons with disabilities were

In deciding if a person speaking in a

coding category a very broad definition

coders had to make sure either that it

granted a voice in programming. In this

program had a clearly stated disability,

of disability was adopted, following
the

World

Health

could be seen or that it was an important

Organization’s

part of the story or the protagonist’s role

statement that “disabilities” is an

in the program. Coders were supposed

umbrella term, covering impairments,

to select one of the following:

activity limitations, and participation
restrictions.

“An

impairment

is

�

a

�

problem in body function or structure;

not clearly stated disability;
clearly stated disability.

an activity limitation is a difficulty

Although the definition of disability

executing a task or action; while a

and although coders were reminded

encountered

by

an

individual

in

offered to coders was very broad

participation restriction is a problem
experienced

by

an

individual

numerous times that the disability they

in

were looking for did not only mean a

involvement in life situations. Disability
Ability of
persons examined

Not clearly stated disability
Clearly stated disability

physical impairment but also activity

Public radio
Public television
Female Male
Female
Male
99%
99%
98%
98%
1%
1%
2%
2%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Total
Female
Male
98%
98%
2%
2%
100%
100%

Figure 28: Gender and ability of speaking characters examined on public radio and public television
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limitation or participation restriction,

professionals across types of professional

public television were coded as almost

asserted that men tend to make decisions

persons examined on public radio and
100% able.

and leadership positions, it can be

Persons with disabilities

about media programming, make media

are nonexistent on public radio and

programming, and are visible and given

television regardless of gender or role

voice in media programming. Additionally,

in program. The utmost absence of

among all characters examined, overall

speakers with any identified disability in

and by country, in public radio and public

public radio and television programming

television programming, there was almost

attests the voicelessness of these groups

no diversity of sexual orientation and

in public discourse.

ability, and there was very little diversity

of age and ethnicity. There appears to

What have we learned about

be a deep denial of voice not only for

who speaks in programs?

women but also for ethnic minorities,

The findings regarding who speaks in

gays, lesbians, and bisexuals, and people

non-news programs in this research are

with disabilities in public media which

similar with those for news programming

are overall expected to be more inclusive

of the Global Media Monitoring Project

than commercial media in terms of who

(Gallagher, 2010), and show what Couldry

they feature as well as who they address.

(2010) and Gallagher (2010) called
a deep denial of voice, a deep form

What have we learned from the

of oppression: in many places of the

qualitative data?

majority of those who speak in the

team involved in this project, mostly

globe, men account for an overwhelming

Members of each media monitoring

media, whether in the news or in non-

media

news educational, public interest, and

professionals

and

university

students, were asked not only to provide

entertainment programming, whether

quantitative coding of the programs

in public or private media venues, or

examined but also to select from among

whether in media professional capacities

these programs examples of good and bad

or in other types of roles. Adding to the

practices in regards to gender equality

Byerly (2011) findings that around the

and social justice and to offer qualitative

globe men are prevalent among media

commentaries on these examples.
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In the comments of the coders, women’s

studio only one was a woman, and as

with an eye to the significance and

any way, nobody asked for her opinion,”

presence in public media was scrutinized

coders noted “nobody addressed her in

character of their roles. Being passive,

her role being limited, stereotypical,

having to be saved or rescued by a man,

and decorative, to be looked at rather

being predominately occupied with

than listened to. Yet another episode of

family and domestic issues, having a

the same show was praised for having

secondary, meaningless, or decorative

a variety of guests and experts invited,

role, were associated with a type of

representing different socio-economic

representation of women that does not

backgrounds and types of opinions. This

resonate with the values of the persons

inconsistency or rather randomness of

included in the monitoring teams.

the production can be due to the fact that

not all creators of such programming pay

It is notable that, in some instances, a

due attention to equal and diversified

program selected for further analysis was

representation. It is usual with this type

given as an example of both good and bad

of daily shows that various editors work

practices, although in regards to different

on the program in different days, each

episodes. This was for example the case

drawing attention to different issues and

for Poland. A daily show broadcast from

having different equality standards, the

Monday to Friday at 18:30, featuring

effect being that the end product depends

discussions on important and interesting

on a single person’s will. Often times if a

events from the country and the world,

particular editor works on the program

with live music, interviews, reviews

attention is paid to diversifying the

of books and music, was considered a

invitees, but when the respective editor

good example when the show presented

does not work on the program there is no

burlesque dancers, and unusually men

focus on how diverse invitees are. In both

were also among them, as opposed to

cases, the show will however meet the

the typical female representation that

general production standards, as long as

audiences are used to seeing in this type

public television and radio programming

of dance. The same show on a different

won’t include criteria related to equal

day was marked as bad example when

representation in their considerations

among many guests present in the

about quality of programming.
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Conclusions
Twenty years after the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action which called for the

acknowledgement of the voices of women and a stop to the perpetuation of inequality, the
examination of basic programming and speaking character data for public radio and

public television across eight countries on four continents shows that much work still
remains to be done in the efforts towards gender equality and social justice in the media.

The

2014-2015

monitoring

Poland, Moldova, and the United States

Association of Women in Radio and

the week of January 12 to January 18,

research

project

media
of

International

of America. Data was collected during

Television has attempted to make
a

contribution

toward

gaining

2015, in five hours of prime time for each

an

medium, which based on standard media

understanding of where media currently

monitoring practices was considered

stands in regards to equality by: moving

hours 6:00 to 9:00 and 15:00 to 17:00 for

beyond the already well scrutinized

radio and 18:00 to 23:00 for television.

news programs and examining prime
time entertainment, public interest,

The examination of a week of prime

specifically at public media venues; as

programming across eight countries in

and

educational

programs;

looking

time public radio and public television

well as considering gender in conjunction

what concerns both the types of programs

with other social justice aspects such as

and who speaks in programs revealed

sexual orientation, age, ethnicity, and

issues and patterns related to diversity

ability.
This

project

employed

a

and equality or inequality in public media
internationally. These include the public

content

broadcasters’ tendencies to produce

analysis, with closed as well as open

content without broad social and cross-

questions, in the examination of public

cultural

media materials from eight countries

collaboration

and

dialogue

and without making sufficient efforts

on four continents in which IAWRT has

to increase access to media content by

chapters or members, including: South

diversifying formats and contents or

Africa, Kenya, Tanzania, India, Cambodia,

providing subtitles or sign language
43

additions. These also include the public

broadcasters’ insufficient efforts to grant

voice to an array of people with various
lifestyles, profiles, ideas, and beliefs.

While these conclusions to the report
represent

critiques

of

the

public

broadcasters’ examined in the eight
countries included in the research and

of public media venues internationally,
they also strive to contribute to outlining

a set of recommendations for public

media to improve in regards to diversity
and equality.
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Annex 1: Research Tool

3. DATE CODE –
THE CODE OF THE MONITORING DAY

CODING SYSTEM –
BASIC INFORMATION

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Each member of each country-based
team should have this Coding Book
printed and should have it by her or his
side on the duration of the coding. This
is your point of reference for the coding
process.

Write the full title both in the original
language and translated into English.
Include sub-title if there is any.
5. PROGRAM START AND END TIME

Write the time at which the program
begins (or, for programs that have already
begun at the time when coding starts,
write the time when you started coding)
and when it ended (or, for programs
that are continuing after the time when
coding ends, write the time when you
ended coding). For a television program
starting before 18:00 just indicate 18:00
as its beginning. If the television program
is still ongoing after 23:00 just indicate
23:00 as its end. Use the 24-hour clock,
for example 18:30, 22:00.

Team Leaders need to assign a code
number to all of their Team Members
(coders). Team Leaders should give
each coder their own number in the
range indicated below and Team
Members should use this unique
identification number throughout the
whole monitoring process. For example
if the Tanzania Team has eight coders,
each coder will get a number from the
range of 010-024, from first coder 010 to
eighth coder 017. We ask Team Leaders
to look at the list below when choosing
Team Members’ numbers.

6. CODE OF THE TELEVISION CHANNEL

1. CODER –
THE CODER’S INDIVIDUAL CODE

Code Channel
Broadcaster
1
TBC 1		
TBC
2
KBC 1		
KBC
5
SABC 1
SABC
6
DD 1		
Doordarshan
7
TVK		
National Television
			of Kampuchea
8
PBS		
PBS
9
TV Moldova 1 TRM
10
TVP1		
TVP S.A.

(TZA) Tanzania
(KEN) Kenya
(ZAF) South Africa
(IND) India
(KHM) Cambodia
(USA) United States of America
(MDA) Moldova
(POL) Poland

7. CODE OF THE RADIO CHANNEL

2. COUNTRY CODE –
THE CODE IDENTIFYING A COUNTRY
1
2
5
6
7
8
9
10

12 January
13 January
14 January
15 January
16 January
17 January
18 January

4. NAME OF PROGRAM

Team Members should code this
information once for each program they
monitor. Remember you are using a
separate Coding Sheet for every program
you monitor and you will have to include
this information every time.

010-024
025-039
070-084
085-099
100-114
115-129
130-144
145-159

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday		
Saturday
Sunday

Code Channel
1
TBC Taifa
2
KBC Taifa
5
SAfm		
6
National Channel
7
FM 96
			
8
NPR		
9
Radio Moldova
10
PR 1		

(TZA) Tanzania
(KEN) Kenya
(ZAF) South Africa
(IND) India
(KHM) Cambodia
(USA) United States of America
(MDA) Moldova
(POL) Poland
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Broadcaster
TBC
KBC
SABC
All India Radio
National Radio
of Kampuchea
NPR
TRM
PR S.A.

CODING SYSTEM –
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROGRAM

4. GENRE - FORMAT

You have to decide what is the genre
of the program, in terms of the format.
Do not include news programs,
weather forecasts, and commercial or
advertisement breaks. If you are not sure
if you should code the program please do
CODE it and let us know by mentioning
it on the Coding Sheet (in the comments
section). You will have to choose ONE
code number (1-15) for the format of the
program.
1
Game show or quiz show (e.g.
Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?)
2
Reality game show based on
activity (e.g. Big Brother, Survivor)
3
Other reality television program
(e.g. Keeping Up with the
Kardashians)
4
Variety show featuring
celebrities (e.g. The Tonight 		
Show)
5
Chat or talk shows
(e.g. The Ellen DeGeneres Show)
6
Stand up comedy or comedy show
7
Makeover show that helps people
change their image or lifestyle
(e.g. Extreme Makeover, Gok’s
Fashion Fix)
8
Animation and puppetry for kids
(e.g. Duffy Duck, Scooby Doo)
9
Other children’s television
10
Animation and puppetry for
adults (e.g. South Park, The 		
Simpsons)
11
Fantasy or science fiction
12
Fictional series
(soap opera, drama, or sitcom)
13
Feature film
(40 minutes or longer film)
14
Documentary film
15
Other (specify which)

The following information will be coded
about each program examined:
1. PRODUCER

You will have to choose ONE code number
(1-8), identifying by whom the show is
produced (as far as it can be understood
from credits at the end of the program).
1
Broadcaster’s own production –
original concept
2
Broadcaster’s own production –
license
3
Domestic production by a third
party – original concept
4
Domestic production by a third
party – license
5
Domestic co-production 		
(broadcaster and local
organization)
6
Foreign production
(produced in another country and
purchased by broadcaster)
7
International co-production
(broadcaster and international
organization)
8
I don’t know/Not identifiable
2. LANGUAGE

You will have to choose ONE code number
(1-5), identifying the language used in
the program.
1
Official or majority language(s)
of the country
2
Not official or minority
language(s) of the country
3
A mix of both official/majority
and not official/minority
languages of the country
4
Language(s) from other 		
countries (specify if English)
5
Without language (for example
silent story)

5. GENRE - CONTENT

You have to decide what is the genre of
the program, in terms of the content. You
will have to choose ONE code number
(1-22) for the content of the program.
1
Arts/culture
2
Beauty/style
3
Justice/law
4
Crime/detective/police 		
investigation
5
Education/learning
6
Family/relationship
7
Food/beverages

3. SUBTITLES OR SIGN LANGUAGE –
TELEVISION ONLY
You will have to choose ONE code number
(1-4), identifying subtitles or sign
language utilized in television programs.
1
Sign language
2
Subtitles
3
Both sign language and subtitles
4
No sign language or subtitles
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Health/wellbeing/medicine
History/society
Homes/gardens
Motoring/cars
Business/marketplace
Personal finance/money/ 		
consumer affairs
Political/social satire/
current affairs
Religion
Science
Music
Sport (but NOT televised matches)
Travel
Wildlife/nature
Agriculture
Environment/ecology
Other (specify which)

The program mostly presents people in
very stereotypical roles:
a)
men and women in very
stereotypical role
b)
members of ethnic groups in very
stereotypical roles
c)
sexual minorities in very
stereotypical roles
If you decide the program is interesting
for further analysis (either as an example
of “good practice” or as an example of
“bad practice”) you will circle the YES
answer here. If you choose YES, you
will be asked to write a short summary
(approximately 100 words) under
Comments and Explanations on the
Coding Sheet. You will also be asked to
provide the recording of the program.
The coding will thus be as follows:
1
Yes
2
No

6. FURTHER ANALYSIS

Here we are interested to find examples
of “good practice” and “bad practice” – to
show what we mean by good coverage
and bad coverage of a media organization.
If you think the program you are
watching or listening to is an excellent
example of how gender inequalities or
other inequalities should be addressed,
please record this on the Coding Sheet. If
you think the program you are watching
or listening to is the worst example of
gender stereotyping or other forms of
stereotyping (blatant stereotypes), also
record this on the Coding Sheet. It would
be great if you could identify at least
one example of good practice and one
example of bad practice for each type of
medium, namely television channel and
radio channel.

CODING SYSTEM INFORMATION ABOUT PEOPLE SPEAKING
IN THE PROGRAM

You will only code people WHO SPEAK in
the programs you are coding. They can
be the protagonists, media professionals,
guests, experts, sources, etc. Anyone who
participates in the program and WHO
SPEAKS in the respective program will
be coded separately.
1. SEX

Please mark female or male, as
identifiable, unless the person clearly
self-identifies or is clearly identified by
others as transgender. On rare occasions,
you might not be able to identify a person
in the program by sex (for example a
telephone participant), and then you will
mark “I don’t know/Not identifiable.” You
will have to choose ONE code number
(1 - 4).
1
Female
2
Male
3
Transgender (only when clearly
identified as such)
4
I don’t know/Not identifiable

You can use these guidelines:

The program clearly highlights issues
concerning equality or inequality:
a)
between women and men
b)
between people who are part of
the majority population and people who
are part of minority populations in your
country/region
c)
between people with different
sexual orientations
The
program
mostly
challenges
stereotypes:
a)
about women and men
b)
about ethnic groups
c)
about sexual minorities

2. SEXUAL DIVERSITY

Please mark stated heterosexual or stated
lesbian, gay, or bisexual if the sexuality of
the person is part of the person’s role or
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story in the program you watch or listen
to (e.g. if relationships with partners or
spouses are mentioned). You will have to
choose ONE code number (1-4).
1
No stated sexuality
2
Stated heterosexual
3
Stated lesbian, gay, or bisexual
4
I don’t know/Not identifiable

6. ETHNICITY

You will have to choose ONE code number
(1-6).
1
Child (under 12 years old)
2
Teenager (between 13 and 19
years old)
3
Young adult (between 20 and 30
years old)
4
Adult (between 30 and 65 years
old)
5
Senior (over 65 years old)
6
I don’t know/Not identifiable

7. DISABILITY

You will have to choose ONE code number
(1-4).
1
Is part of the ethnic majority
population in your country
2
Is part of the ethnic minority
population in your country
3
Is from another country
4
I don’t know/Not identifiable

3. AGE

You will have to choose ONE code number
(1-2) and decide if a person speaking in
a program has a clearly stated disability.
Clear means it can be seen obviously
or is an important part of the story or
the protagonist’s role in the program.
Remember disability is an impairment
(problem in body function or structure)
but also an activity limitation or
participation restriction. Is there a need
for an intervention for environmental or
social barriers to be removed?
1
Not clearly stated disability
2
Clearly stated disability

4. NAME

You will have to code how the person
is referred to by name. You will have to
choose ONE code number (1-4).
1
People in the program refer to
that person by her/his first name
2
People in the program refer to
that person by her/his surname
3
People in the program refer to
that person both by her/his first
name and surname
4
People in the program do not
refer to that person by either
his/her name or surname

8. CONTEXT OF THE FIRST APPEARANCE

You will code where the person is located
in the first appearance it the program. Do
not look at the introduction or beginning
of the program (opening scene, song,
title) but only start monitoring once the
program actually began. You will have to
choose ONE code number (1-6).
1
Private place (e.g. home, room
inside the home, terrace or 		
backyard of the home, private
car)
2
School/university setting
(where one learns, e.g.
classroom, playground)
3
Public space (where anyone can
enter, e.g. street, hospital, post
office, public transportation)
4
Business/professional setting
(where one works, e.g. office,
laboratory, classroom in case
of a teacher/professor, hospital
in the case of a doctor)
5
Nature/leisure setting (e.g. 		
forest, park, seaside, gym,
cinema, etc.)
6
Television/radio studio
7
Telephone participant
8
I don’t know/Not identifiable

5. PROFESSIONAL/OCCUPATIONAL TITLE

You will have to code whether a persn
is referred to in terms of profession or
occupation. You will have to choose ONE
code number (1-3).
1
You know the professional title
of the person and other people in
the program refer to that person
by his/her title
2
You know the professional title
of the person but other people in
the program do not refer to that
person by his/her title
3
You do not know the professional
title of the person and other
people in the program do not
refer to that person by his/her
title
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9. ROLE IN THE PROGRAM

8

You will have to choose ONE code number
(1-11).
1
Television or radio presenter/
host. This presenter/host has
the main moderator role in the
program. The presenter is coded
only once for the whole program.
If there are several presenters
code them all.
2
Television or radio presenter’s/
host’s assistant. This person
supports the main presenter/
host and plays a secondary role
in moderating the program.
The role of the assistant is 		
neither necessary nor sufficient
to run a television or radio show.
3
Journalist (reporter, 			
correspondent) or news analyst.
This person presents or comments
on a specific story. This category
includes all those who present
news stories or speak in a 		
journalistic capacity during the
program. Often current affairs
programs or lifestyle programs
include some pieces of news
reports.
4
Dominant narrator in voice over
capacity. This person is doing a
voice-over or is a narrator for the
story. Her/his voice is dominant
for the whole program. You can
hear her/him, but you cannot
see her/him. In radio, it has to
be clear that this person is not
present in the studio.
5
Secondary narrator in voice over
capacity. This person is doing a
voice-over or is a narrator for
the story. Her/his voice is not
dominant for the whole program.
You can hear her/him, but you
cannot see her/him. In radio, it
has to be clear that this person is
not present in the studio.
6
Interpreter/translator. This 		
person is translating the program
into sign language or into a
different language than the
original television or radio 		
program.
7
Actor in a television or radio
series (soap opera, drama) or
feature film. This person plays a
role as a fictional character.
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10

11

Television or radio participant
- celebrity or special guest. This
person is a celebrity or a special
guest who actively participates
in the program. Television or
radio celebrity participants can
include celebrities participating
as contestants in game shows
and quiz shows, celebrities about
whom the show is, celebrities
performing their arts for example
singing, dancing, etc.
Television or radio participant
– expert, spokesperson. This
person participates in 		
professional/official capacity in
the program. Her/his presence in
the program is clearly marked as
expert or spokesperson: sharing
professional opinions, explaining
certain things to participants or
audience, explaining the position
of the company or person she/he
represents.
Television or radio audience –
ordinary person, representing
popular opinion, eyewitness.
This person is an ordinary citizen
who contributes to the game,
contest, or entertainment show.
For example in a quiz show, this
person from the audience 		
asks questions or gives advice to
the contestants. In another 		
program, this person might be
stopped in the street to be asked
about her/his opinion about
something relevant for the 		
program. This person might also
be an eyewitness to an event.
Other role. Use this category
ONLY if you cannot decide about
any of the above.

10. ROLE IN THE SOCIETY

You will have to choose ONE code
number (1-20) that will identify what is
that person’s main occupation or role in
the society, as presented in the program.
For example, if the program is about
mothers and the person you are coding
is presented mostly as a mother, even if
you know that person is also a teacher,
you will mark mother (code 2, main role
described through family status). If the
person you are coding is a sex worker
(for example in a documentary film
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about illegal prostitution), even if you
know that person is also a mother, you
will identify the person under code 18,
Other, and you will specify sex worker.
You can also mark “I do not know” if the
person you are coding is for example a
member of the audience in a quiz show
whose professional activities or societal
roles are never specified.
You can use these guidelines to identify
roles you might see in a program:
1
Homemaker, a stay at home 		
mother/father
2
Main role described through
family status, for example a 		
mother, a brother
3
Agricultural worker, such as
farmer
4
Other land worker, such as		
fisherman, hunter, miner, etc.
5
Education professional, such as
teacher, professor, etc.
6
Student/pupil
7
Science or technology 		
professional, such as an engineer,
computer specialist, etc.
8
Business professional, such as
manager, entrepreneur, etc.
9
Law professional, such as lawyer,
prosecutor, judge, etc.
10
Activist or somebody working for
an NGO
11
Service worker, such as a waiter
in a restaurant, a cashier in a
store, etc.
12
Government employee or 		
politician
13
Media professional, such as 		
journalist, filmmaker, etc.
14
Health professional, such as		
doctor, nurse, laboratory 		
technician, etc.
15
Entertainment professional, such
as actor, singer, artist
16
Religious figure, such as a priest,
monk, nun, etc.
17
Police, military professional
18
Retired person, pensioner
19
Other (please specify)
20
I don’t know/Not identifiable
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